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To achieve interoperability among heterogeneous real-time simulators, 
Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) communication systems can 
employ a common abstract syntax independent of machine architectures 
as well as of software systems (e.g., compilers). This report describes the 
the design and implementation of experiments used to evaluate the 
overhead of Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.l) and assess its impact on 
the performance of DIS simulators. ASN.l is a notation for formally 
describing one aspect of computer communication protocols for Open System 
Interconnection (OSI). ASN.l provides a formal notation for specifying the 
data that crosses the Application and Presentation Layer interface. 
This report consists of a discussion on the importance of abstract syntaxes 
in distributed applications and it describes the basic steps of applying 
ASN.l to the transmission of a DIS Protocol Data Units (PDU). It discusses 
problems that may hinder the incorporation of ASN.l in DIS simulation 
networks and characterizes the types of overhead associated with ASN.1. 
The report will also describe the design of the performance evaluation 
experiments used to measure the overhead associated with ASN.l and 
similar notations. The design of three performance models (Isolation, 
Single-Host, and Network) will be presented together with the final 
performance results obtained using the Isolation, Single-Host and Network 
Models. Source listings of the encoding and decoding routines used in the 
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This report documents the second part of an evaluation of the 
suitability of Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.l) for real-time simulation 
networks (see [15] for part one). An introduction to Open System 
Interconnection (OSI) and where ASN.l fits in the OSI reference model can be 
found in [15]. Although the description of ASN.l found in section 1.1 was 
also presented in [15], it is included again for the reader's convenience. 
1.1 ABSTRACf SYNTAX NOTATION ONE 
Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.l) is a standard notation which 
provides a number of built-in and predefined data types for the specification 
of logical structures of Protocol Data Units (PDUs). Each ASN.l data type is 
accompanied by an encoding rule which determines the representation of a 
data item of the corresponding type for transmission through the underlying 
communication service. 
As stated in [15], there are two parts to ASN.1 - the abstract syntax 
which is the language for specifying the data types exchanged (i.e., DIS PDUs) 
and the Basic Encoding Rules (BER) which define how the abstract data types 
are actually represented in binary form. Using a common abstract syntax, two 
dissimilar host computers (Le., DIS simulators) can exchange PDUs in the 
following way. 
1) The PDU is first transformed from its local representation in the 
Application Layer of the sending host to a transfer syntax, Le., to a 





















transformation is performed at the Presentation layer of the sending 
host using a set of encoding rules. 
2) The PDU in transfer syntax is transmitted down the communication 
stack of the sending host and delivered in the same transfer syntax to 
the Presentation layer of the receiving host. 
3) The PDU in transfer syntax is then transformed to the local 
representation of the receiving host using a set of rules called the 
decoding rules and is delivered to the Application layer. 
1.1.1 Problems of Using ASN.1 in DIS Networks 
The DIS environment and other similar real-time applications using 
heterogeneous computers represent an important and rapidly growing 
applications of computer networks. To achieve interoperability among the 
nodes of such a network, an efficient mechanism for a common 
abstract/ transfer syntax must be implemented. The discussion in this section 
concentrates on two problems connected with the use of ASN.l [5] and ISO 
BER [6] in the DIS Presentation layer. 
i) Time Overhead: 
The encoding and decoding routines of ASN.l data types require 
considerable processing time. The problem is exacerbated when PDU types 
consist of a large number of small fields containing integers, booleans, real 
numbers, and short character strings. Most DIS PDUs contain many different 
types of fields. This makes BER encoding (decoding) of a DIS PDU more 





















Thus, incorporating ASN.l in DIS networks using current BER 
implementations has the disadvantage of increasing the end-to-end packet 
delay. This outcome could compromise the DIS real-time requirements and 
there by degrade the realism of the training exercise. 
ii) Specification-Dependent Decoding: 
To transmit a PDU using existing ISO BER implementations [10], the 
layout of the PDU must first be expressed in the form of ASN.l specifications. 
These specifications are then used to generate the encoders and decoders that 
are used to process transmitted PDUs in the Presentation Layer of the sending 
and receiving nodes, respectively. The sender and the receiver will have BER 
rou tines tailored to parse and process each PDU type. While it is normal to 
assume each DIS node has the complete ASN.l specifications of every PDU 
type it will transmit, the assumption that each node has the specifications of 
all the PDU types that it will receive would be too restrictive. A DIS training 
exercise would typically involve many different node types, such as different 
types of simulators and other management and control nodes, each of which 
continuously generates a large number of PDU types. Not every network 
node should be required to know the exact format of every PDU type it 
receives. For example, the function of a "data logger" node is simply to 
receive and store all the PDUs (for the purpose of off-line examination). It is 
undesirable in this context to require the data logger node to acquire and 
maintain ASN.l decoding routines of every new PDU type (e.g., PDUs from a 
new simulator type). Similarly, some simulators would not use all the PDUs 
that might be generated by a different type of simulator. For example, a 





















the first (common) field. There should be no need for a simulator to know 
the complete format (ASN.1 specifications) of a discarded PDU. 
The OSI ASN.1 standard [5] allows applications to define as many 
abstract syntaxes as may be required [2, 4]. It also provides negotiation 
between peer presentation entities to determine suitable transfer syntaxes for 
each abstract syntax. In [3], a proposal is made to augment ISO BER by adding 
a "compressed" encoding for use on low speed networks and a "light-weight" 
encoding for high-speed applications. Real-time DIS networks represent an 
excellent example of applications requiring special and careful design of their 
abstract/transfer syntaxes. Specifically, the DIS application requires a real-
time version of the BER implementation as well as a new feature to provide a 
flexible decoding algorithm which relieves the receiver from having to know 
the ASN.1 specifications of every PDU transmitted to it. In the following 
sections, the design of the experiments to evaluate the overhead of ASN.1 
and other similar syntaxes within DIS networks is described. 
1.1.2. Characterization of ASN.1 Overhead 
The overhead of ASN.1 (or other similar syntax notations) within DIS 
communication networks can be divided into two categories, namely Storage 
Overhead (SO) and Time Overhead (TO). 
1.1.2.1 Storage Overhead (SO): 
When a PDU is transformed from the local representation to the 
transfer syntax, its size usually increases. As the PDU descends the 
communication stack of the sending host, its size continues to increase due to 





















addition of such information at the various layers takes place regardless of the 
representation and contents of the transmitted PDU. Therefore, the storage 
overhead of ASN.l, also known as the Octet overhead "is obtained by 
measuring the number of extra octets resulting from the application of ASN.l 
encoding routines in the Presentation Layer of the sending host. An octet is a 
generalized character. 
1.1.2.2. Time Overhead 
The following are the different types of time overhead incurred by the 
implementation of ASN.1. 
a) Compilation Overhead 
A compiler is usually used to translate the ASN.l description of each 
exchanged PDU type into a structure (Le., C structures) and to generate the 
BER encoding/decoding routines that will be used to transform its local 
representation to a transfer syntax. The compilation overhead may be 
significant in applications that use a wide variety of PDU types. The 
compilation overhead of ASN.l can be safely ignored because the compilation 
process is done off line. 
b) Encoding Overhead (EO) 
For each transmitted PDU, the BER encoding routines are executed to 
obtain the transfer syntax. The execution time of these routines is called the 
encoding overhead of ASN.1. This overhead occurs only at the Presentation 
layer of the sending machine. In the DIS environment, the encoding 





















c) Sender Processing Overhead (SPO) 
The increase in the size of the transmitted PDU due to BER encoding 
also result in an increase in the time to process the PDU at each layer of the 
communication stack. For example, when a message is transfered from one 
application (computer) to another application (computer), it transfers those 
data to an Application Layer module. The module appends an application 
header to the data; the header contains the control information needed by the 
peer layer on the other side. The Presentation module treats the whole unit 
as data, and appends its own header. This process continues down through 
Layer 2. When the data are received by the target computer, the reverse 
process occurs. As the data ascend the layers, each layer strips off the outer 
most header; acts on the protocol information contained therein; passes the 
remainder up to the next layer. The sender processing overhead is the sum of 
the extra processing time (excluding the encoding overhead) in Layers 1 
through 6 attributable to the representation of data in transfer syntax. 
d) Sender Total Overhead (STO) 
The overhead due to ASN.l at the sending machine is the sum of the 
encoding overhead and the sender processing overhead. 
STO = EO + SPO 
Previous work (see [15]) to evaluate ASN.l overhead at the sending 





















e) Decoding and Receiver Processing Overhead 
The decoding overhead (DO) and the receiver processing overhead 
(RPO) at the receiving host are defined analogously with respect to EO and 
SPO. Similarly, the receiver total overhead (RTO) is defined to be the sum of 
the decoding overhead and the -receiver processing overhead: 
RTO = DE + RPO. 
t> Total Time Overhead (TTO) 
The total time overhead experienced by a transmitted PDU from the 
application of ASN.l is given by 
TIO = STO + RTO. 
In the DIS environment, TTO is the extra end-to-end delay 






















ASN.1 performance is measured on a variety of platforms with 
different operating system environments. The Isolation, Single-Host and 
Network model performance experiments were conducted on three different 
platforms: Sun SPARC 1 workstation, Motorola 68030, and Harris Night 
Hawk 3000 super-micro computers. The SPARC 1+ Workstation is built 
around the Scalable Processor ARChitecture (SPARC), which follows the 
RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer) architecture. Because of the RISC 
chip design, all quantities are aligned on boundaries corresponding to their 
sizes: bytes on byte boundaries, (16-bit) halfwords on halfword boundaries and 
doubleword on doubleword boundaries. The M68030 is second-generation 
full 32-bit enhanced microprocessor from Motorola. The MC68030 is a 
member of the M68000 family of devices that combines a central processing 
unit (CPU) core, a data cache, an instruction cache, an enhanced bus 
controller, and a memory management unit (MMU) in a single VSLI device. 
The processor is designed to operate at clock speed beyond 20 MHz. The 
MC68030 is implemented with 32-bit registers and data paths, 32-bit addresses, 
a rich instruction set and versatile addressing modes. The Harris Night Hawk 
uses up to Eight Motorola 68030-based CPUs with High-Speed Floating Point 
Accelerators. These computers were connected by an Ethernet Local Area 
Network (LAN). Figure 2.0-1 depicts the connection of the computers. The 
Isolation experiment was also conducted on the three additional stand-alone 


























Figure 2.0-1 Testing Environment 
The software developed for the ASN.1 experiments was coded in the C 
programming language. The ASN.1 compilers used in the experiments are 
part of the ISO Development Environment (ISODE). ISODE is a non-
proprietary software implementation of the upper layers defined by ISO 
(Application, Presentation and Session). The ISODE compilers (ROSY, POSY, 
PEPY) are used to generate C structures and the encoding/ decoding routines. 




(Remote Operations ~tub-generator (YACC-based» reads 
an ASN.1 module that uses the RD-notation and 
generates tables for each remote operation and error, and 
defines STUB procedures to invoke the operation and 
wait for a result, error, or rejection. 
(Presentation Element Parser (YACC- based» reads the 

























the mapping between C structures and their ASN.l 
counterpart and produces C code fragments that map 
between the two. This compilation process is depicted in 
Figure 2.0-2. 
(£epy Optional 2tructure-generator (YACC-based» reads 
an ASN.I' module and produces a corresponding set of C 
structures and an augmented ASN.l module that relating 
the C structures to their ASN.l counterpart. 
-RO and Error - C structure - Conversion 
definitions definitions routines for 
- Procedure for data data types 
names for types 
invoking - Augmented (mapping info) 
operations ASN.1 module 
fO)Y PCSY PEPY --.- Compiler a Compiler Compiler 





















2.1. Performance Evaluation Experiments 
To assess the impact of ASN.1 in the DIS environment, several 
experiments were conducted using the computational and networking 
resources available at 1ST, including lSODE [9, 10] and its ASN.1 tools. The 
following sections describe these experiments. 
2.1.1 The Isolation Model 
This experiment computes the storage overhead (SO), the encoding 
overhead (EO), and the decoding overhead (DO) associated with ASN.1 in DIS 
simulators. 
Step 1: 
The encoding routines for the DIS PDUs and other benchmark 
structures are generated as follows: 
1) Using the ASN.l compilers of ISODE, the ASN.l specifications of DIS 
PDUs are translated into the corresponding BER encoding and decoding 
routines. 
2) Modifications to the C routines obtained through ISODE are sometimes 
introduced to improve performance within the DIS environment. 
3) ASN.l encoding and decoding routines have also been manually 
developed for selected data types based on alternative transfer syntaxes 






















The encoding routines developed in Step 1 are executed as separate 
modules (Le., isolated from the communication ~tack). The input data used to 
drive these routines are either actual PDUs or data obtained by a PDU 
generator program. 
Step 3: 
The space overhead (measured in octets) is computed as follows: 
So = sizeo! (output PDU) - sizeo! (input PDU) 
The encoding overhead for a PDU is the total processing time needed 
to encode that PDU. In this experiment, the encoding routines are applied to 
N PDUs (where N is the size of a statistically significant sample) and the 
average encoding overhead is computed by the equation; 
EO= (total encoding execution time) / N 
The decoding overhead (DO) is obtained using similar steps at the 
receiving host. 
2.1.2 The Single Host Model 
In this experiment, the BER ASN.l routines are executed within the 
ISODE system running on an Ethernet local area network. Measurements 
are taken with respect to a single host. The sender total overhead, STO, is 
com pu ted as follows: 





















Where Tl is the time for a POU to move from the sender's Application 
layer to the Ethernet physical medium with the BER encoding routines 
executed in the Presentation Layer (These routines translate the POU to the 
transfer syntax.), and 1'2 is the time for a POU to move from the Application 
layer of the same host to the Ethernet physical medium without the BER 
encoding routines executed in the Presentation Layer. 
2.1.3 The Network Model 
In this experiment, the BER ASN.l routines are executed within the 
ISOOE system running on an Ethernet local area network. Measurements 
are taken with respect to the end-to-end delay between two hosts. The total 
time overhead (ITO) is computed as follows: 
ITO = T3 - T4 
Where T3 is the time for a POU to move from the Application layer of 
host A to the application layer of host B with the BER encoding routines 
executed in the Presentation layer of host A and the BER decoding routines 
executed in the Presentation layer of host B, and T4 is the time for a POU to 
move from the Application layer of host A to the Application layer of host B 























3.1. The Isolation Model 
In this section the Isolation model will be used to compare the speed of 
the three different transfer syntaxes 
A. Light-weight. 
B. Modified ISODE. 
C. Standard ISODE. 
A scheme worth concentrating on is the light weight transfer syntax 
described in [3]. This method significantly increases the encoding and 
decoding speeds by utilizing a fixed representation scheme whenever possible 
rather than the tag-length-value scheme of ISO BER (see [15] for a detailed 
explanation of the Basic Encoding Rules (ISO BER». For example, integer 
values are always encoded in X consecutive octets, where X is the size of the 
word. Table 3.1-1 gives the average encoding and decoding times in 
microseconds of a single randomly generated integer value. Three integer 
encoding routines were used. The first one was the integer encoder 
generated by the ASN.1 compilers of ISODE [10], the second is a manually 
improved version of the ISODE encoder, and the third is the integer encoder 
constructed according to the light-weight transfer syntax [3] with X = 4 octets. 
Three integer decoding routines were used, the ISODE decoder, the light-
weight decoder and the improved version of the ISODE decoder. Appendix A 
gives the source listing of the integer encoding and decoding routines used in 
this experiment. The average time reported for entries in Table 3.1-1 were 
14 
I 
I obtained by genera ting 10,000 random integers and measuring the 
corresponding encoding or decoding time on three different machines. 
I 
I Table 3.1-1. Average encoding/decoding time (milliseconds) 
I 
for integer type 
I 
Operation HCX9 Sun3 Sparc1 Motorola Harris Mote rola 
I 68030 3000 6804( 
I I - encoding 0.2888 0.2499 0.0861 0.30 0.1867 0.05, 
I MI - encoding 0.1733 0.102 0.0312 0.10 0.10 0.02 7 
I L W - encoding 0.1566 0.0878 0.0213 0.10 0.0733 0.02 
I I - decoding 0.1783 0.2140 0.0649 0.20 0.0883 0.03 7 
I MI - encoding 0.1417 0.18 0.0649 0.20 0.0733 0.02 7 
I 
L W - decoding 0.1417 0.142 0.0573 0.20 0.105 0.02 
I 
1- ISODE 
MI - Modified ISODE 
I 
























The Isolation model was executed on six different machines: the three 






Figure 3.1-1 Additional Machines used for this Experiment 
According to these results, it can be concluded that the ISODE encoding 
routines produces the greatest amount of overhead whereas light-weight 
encoding routines produces the least amount of overhead. In the case of the 
decoding routines, the above conclusion is also true except for the light-
weight decoding on the Harris 3000 machine. This exhibited the highest 
amount of overhead. Thus, in terms of the encoding/ decoding overhead, the 
three transfer syntaxes satisfy the following order relation: 
ISODE > Modified ISODE > Light-Weight 
Frequently, applications will contain sparse data consisting only zeros. 
The experiment was repeated using sparse data. The average 





Table 3.1-2. Average encoding/decoding time (milliseconds)for sparse data 
I 
Operation HCX9 Sun3 Sparc1 Motorola Harris Motorola 
I 68030 3000 6804(! 
I I - encoding 0.2567 0.226 0.0959 0.20 0.1567 O.eM 81 
I MI - encoding 0.0517 0.084 0.0316 0.10 0.0817 O.O~ 17 
I L W - encoding 0.01617 0.084 0.030 0.10 0.0767 0.0398 
I I - decoding 0.0717 0.118 0.041 0.30 0.0733 O.O~ 12 
I MI - encoding 0.0517 0.068 0.0224 0.20 0.0777 O.O~ 38 
I LW - decoding 0.1567 0.144 0.0588 0.30 0.1017 0.0347 
I I-ISODE 
I 
MI - Modified ISODE 
LW - Light Weight 
I 
While the modified ISODE syntax has the largest encoding and 
I decoding times for randomly generated integers, its performance actually 
I 
improved for the average encoding/ decoding time, for sparse data. A Sparse 
data byte is always constructed in 8 bits. In contrast the bit size of a randomly 
I generated integer varies from 8 to 32 bits. It is worth mentioning that while 























(length), and V (value) to encode a zero integer value, the light weight 
encoder (row 3) uses a fixed number of octets (X=4) to encode all integer 
values. Refer to [15] for a detailed discussion of the tag, length and value 
concepts for BER. Performance can be improved if the ISODE BER encoders 
implement a zero integer value using two octets: one octet for the tag (T) and 
the other for a length (L) value of zero. A length for an integer type having a 
value of zero can then be used in the receiving host to infer an integer value 
of zero. 
The encoding overhead reported in Tables 3.1-1 and 3.1-2 includes the 
time needed to dynamically allocate memory for the Presentation Element 
that stores the resulting transfer syntax. Table 3.1-3 lists the average encoding 
times for a random integer excluding the time spent for dynamic memory 
allocation. 
Table 3.1-3 Overhead without dynamic allocation (milliseconds) 
Operation HCX9 Sun3 Sparc I 
ISODE encoding 0.275 0.268 0.106 
Modified lSODE encoding 0.183 0.108 0.29 
Light-weight encoding 0.166 0.10 0.22 
The average number of octets used to represent a random integer (Le., 
tag, length, and value fields) is 5.9959. Since the local representation of an 





















octets, the average space overhead SO for a random integer is SO = 1.9959 
octets. 
This result is confirmed by a separate analytical derivation as follows. 
6 
SO = [ L j It Prob{ size of transfer syntax = j} ] - 4 
j=:3 
The smallest number of octets used to represent an integer using the 
tag-length-value format is 3. The largest number of octets needed, assuming a 
32-bit local representation for integers is 6. 
There are 232 distinct values, 28 of which require 1 octet plus 1 octet for the 
type and 1 octet for the length. Hence 
Pro!> { size of transfer syntax = 3} = 28/232. 
There exist 216 values that take no more than 2 octets to encode, but 28 can be 
encoded in 1 octet. Hence, 
Prob {size of transfer syntax = 4} (216 - 28)/232. 
Continuing and substituting, we obtain 
giving SO = 1.9961 octets. 
It is pleasing to note that the analytical results (SO = 1.9961) confirm the 





















3.2 The Single-Host Model Experiment 
CO\J1PUTER CO\J1PUTER 
A B 




Figure 3.2-1 Single-Host Model Experiment 
The purpose of this experiment is to determine the ASN.1 delay in the 
communication stack of a single machine. The experiment is useful when a 
PDU is transferred between dissimilar machines. To increase the level of 
confidence in the statistical results obtained from the measurements, each 
experiment is repeated several times and the average value of the delay is 
computed. The following are the basic steps for the carrying out the Single-
Host Model experiment for each PDU type. 
1. 
2. 
Construct a single PDU for transmission using either random data or 
data from a real PDU. 
Transmit this PDU between two hosts, say A and B, using ISODE 
























recorded by the LAN analyzer at the moment it receives the original 
PDU transmitted from A to B, and let q, be the value of the clock when 
the analyzer receives the corresponding PDU echoed back by the 
machine B. ThE~ value of the total delay D in host B is computed by 
To ensure that the sample of measured delay is statistically 
acceptable, Step 2 is repeated several times (using the same PDU) and 
the average value of the delay Daveragel is computed. To minimize 
the impact of boundary conditions on the results, the first few 
(unstable) transmissions should be ignored, Le., should not be used in 
the computation of Daveragel . 
Define a new PDU type which consists of a single ASN.l field of 
type Octet String and which has the same length as that of the PDU 
used in Step 1. Construct an instance of the new PDU using the same 
data in Step 1. 
Repeat steps 2 and 3 using the new PDU. Let Daverage2 be the 
average delay in host B obtained in this case. 
An approximation of the ASN.l total time overhead TIO for the PDU 
used in Step 1 can be obtained as follows: 
TIO = Daveragel - Daverage2 
where TIO in this case is the sum of the ASN.l sender total 
overhead (STO) and the ASN.l receiver total overhead (RTO) for the 





















7. Symmetrically, the value of ITO for host A can be obtained by 
reversing the roles of machines A and B in the above experiment. 
The results of the Single-Host experiments are depicted in the Tables 
3.2-1 and 3.2-2 for the each of the ten DIS PDUs listed below: 
1. Entity State PDU. 
2. Fire PDU. 
3. Detonation PDU. 
4. Collision PDU. 
5. Service Request PDU. 
6. Resupply offer PDU. 
7. Resupply received PDU. 
8. Resupply Cancel PDU. 
9. Repair Complete PDU. 
10. Repair Response PDU. 
The ASN.l overhead per PDU type is shown in Figures 3.2-2 and 3.2-3. 
Remarks 
a. A better estimate of ITO can be obtained if it is possible to disable the 
ASN.l processing (encoding and decoding) during transmission. 
Specifically, if future versions of ISODE provide an option to 
deactivate ASN.l, then Steps 4 and 5 of the above test be omitted. The 
value of Daverage2 needed in the Step 6 would then be obtained by 























H machines A and B are identical, the above experiment becomes 
equivalent to a Network Model experiment. The value of TIO 
obtained in the latter experiment is equal to the end-to-end delay due 
to ASN.l, i.e., the sum of STO in one host and RTO in the other host. 
Thus, for identical machines, both Single-Host Model and Network 
Model can be used to obtain the value of TIO with respect to a single-
type machine. 
Computing the individual values of STO and RTO for a certain 
machine is possible, but requires the clock of that machine and the 
clock of the LAN analyzer to be exactly synchronized. In this case, the 
POU is transmitted from host A to host B using the ISOOE interface as 
before. Let ta be the value of the clock recorded by host A at the 
moment it transmits the POU, q, be the value of the clock recorded 
by the LAN analyzer at the moment it receives the original POU 
transmitted from A to B. Also let tc and td be the values of the clock 
recorded by the LAN analyzer and host A, respectively, at the moment 
they receive the corresponding POU echoed back by machine B. Then 
the values of STO and RTO for host A are given as follows: 
STO = q, - ta 




















Table 3.2-1 ASN.1 Overhead - milliseconds (Sun - Motorola) 
PDU Overhead with ASN.l Overhead without ASN.l ASN.l 
O:H: 
ta q, Dl ta q, D2 DI-D2 
1 16927.84 17018.24 90.40 4270.75 4306.34 35.59 54.81 
2 12851.49 12921.50 70.01 3678.98 3712.93 33.95 36.06 
3 19509.18 19600.90 91.75 4234.53 4269.50 34.97 56.78 
4 14371.26 14428.00 56.74 3633.73 3666.78 33.05 23.69 
5 22054.72 22105.82 51.10 4283.52 4317.06 33.54 17.56 
6 26384.85 26434.91 50.05 4671.30 4704.26 32.96 17.09 
7 25005.89 25074.24 68.35 4179.10 4211.94 32.84 35.51 
8 45179.71 45220.26 42.14 3729.44 3762.24 32.80 9.34 
9 23163.20 23205.34 42.14 4022.69 4055.49 32.80 9.34 
10 20671.14 20713.47 42.33 3985.09 4017.95 32.86 9.47 
Dl = Daveragel D2 = Daverage2 










































2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
PDUType 
Table 3.2-2 ASN.l overhead - milliseconds (Motorola - Sun) 
PDU Overhead with ASN.1 Overhead without ASN.1 ASN.1 
O:H: 
ta q, Dl ta q, D2 D1-D2 
1 22329.25 22351.01 21.76 12712.45 12720.42 7.97 13.79 
2 18488.90 18505.18 16.28 3824.38 3831.65 7.27 9.01 
3 24831.30 24852.99 21.69 3799.20 3807.14 7.94 13.75 
4 19801.84 1981.5.23 13.37 3667.84 3675.23 7.39 5.98 
5 30744.96 30757.50 12.07 3352.32 3359.42 7.10 4.79 
6 30744.96 30757.50 12.54 2790.20 2797.12 7.10 5.44 
7 29547.58 29563.52 15.94 3647.01 3654.82 7.81 8.13 
8 15193.60 15202.82 9.221 3177.18 3184.51 7.33 1.89 
9 27874.34 27884.22 9.881 3401.38 3408.70 7.32 2.56 
10 25781.41 25791.10 9.689 3305.76 3312.80 7.04 2.65 
Dl = Daveragel D2:= Daverage2 




















Figure 3.2-3 ASN.1 Overhead vs PDU Type (Motorola to Sparc1) 
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Figure 3.3-1 Network model experiment 
The end-to-end delay for a POU transmitted from one host to another is equal 
to half the measured round-trip delay between these two hosts. To increase 
the level of confidence in the statistical results obtained from the 
measurements, each experiment is repeated sixty times. The first and the last 
five experiments are discarded. The average value of the delay, its standard 
deviation, and its coefficient of variation are all computed. The following are 



























Construct a single PDU for transmission using either random data or 
data from a real PDU. 
Transmit this PDU between two hosts using the ISODE interface as 
shown in Figure 3.3-1. Let D be half the measured round trip delay. 
Step 2 is to be repeated sixty times using the same PDU to ensure that 
the sample of measured delay is statistically acceptable. To minimize 
the impact of boundary conditions on the results, the first few 
transmissions are unstable and transmission should be ignored, Le, 
should not be used in the computation described below. Let Dl, D2, ... , 
DN denote one half of the value of the end-to-end delay for each of N 
successive transmissions of the same PDU. 
Compute the expected (average) value of the end-to-end delay 
Daveragel, its standard deviation (Go ), and its coefficient of variation 
Co as follows. 
N 
1) = (LDi )/N 
i=l 
N 2 
Varo = {( 2, D2) IN} - D 
i= 1 1 






























































5. Define a new PDU type which consists of a single ASN.1 field of 
type Octet String and which has the same length as that of the PDU 
used in Step 1. Construct an instance of this new PDU using the same 
data in step 1. 
6. Repeat Steps 2 through 4 using the new PDU. Let Daverage2 represents 
half of the average end-to-end delay obtained in this case. 
7. An approximation of ASN.1 total time overhead TIO for PDU used in 
Step 1 can be obtained as follows: 
TIO = Daveragel- Daverage2 
where lTO represents the extra end-to-end delay encountered by 
the PDU used in Step 1 due to the overhead of ASN.1. 
TIO can be improved by disabling the ASN.1 processing (encoding and 
decoding) during transmission. Specifically, if a future version of ISODE 
provides an option to deactivate ASN.1, then Steps 5 and 6 of the above test 
should be deleted. The value of Daverage2 needed in Step 7 would then be 
obtained by executing Steps 2 through 4 using the original PDU of step 1 but 
with ASN.1 disabled. 
Tables 3.3-1 through 3.3-4 show the results from executing the Network 
model in each possible environment using the three machines listed in 
Figure 2.0-1. (i.e., Sparc1 to Sparc1, Motorola to Motorola, Sparc1 to Motorola, 





















Table 3.3-1 ASN.1 Overhead - milliseconds (from Sparc1 to Spar(1) 
PDU Overhead with ASN.l Overhead without ASN.l ASN.l 
O: H: 
average 5:D: C:V: average S:D: C:V: 
1 24.395 0.533 0.022 8.193 0.184 0.022 16.202 
2 18.815 0.614 0.033 7.609 0.120 0.016 11.205 
3 25.078 0.421 0.017 8.178 0.172 0.021 16.900 
4 15 .. 023 0.575 0.038 7.533 0.282 0.037 7.490 
5 13.634 0.426 0.031 7.454 0.382 0.051 6.180 
6 13.831 3.165 0.229 7.385 0.191 0.026 6.446 
7 18.274 0.529 0.029 7.472 0.184 0.025 10.852 
8 10.154 0.293 0.012 7.345 0.212 0.029 2.809 
9 10.642 0.374 0.035 7.357 0.198 0.027 3.285 
10 10.649 0.304 0.029 7.370 0.233 0.032 3.279 
S:D: - Standard Deviation C:V: - Coefficient of Variation 




















































Table 3.3-2 ASN.l Overhead - milliseconds (from Motorola to Motorola) 
PDU Overhead with ASN.1 Overhead without ASN.1 ASN.1 
O:H: 
average S:D: C:V: average S:D: C:V: 
1 85.900 4.345 0.051 29.630 4.901 0.165 56.27 
2 65.820 5.333 0.081 27.850 5.357 0.192 37.97 
3 92.580 38.263 0.413 29.320 3.987 0.136 63.26 
4 52.210 5.943 0.114 27.350 5.225 0.191 24.86 
5 46.090 5.159 0.112 27.210 4.606 0.169 18.88 
6 45.240 4.219 0.093 27.370 4.665 0.170 17.87 
7 62.760 4.549 0.072 27.200 4.897 0.180 35.56 
8 36.430 5.031 0.138 27.500 5.530 0.201 8.93 
9 37.760 4.219 0.112 28.220 5.926 0.210 9.54 
10 37.090 4.547 0.123 27.510 5.273 0.192 9.58 
S:D: - Standard Deviation C:V: - Coefficient of Variation 
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Table 3.3-3 ASN.l Overhead - milliseconds (from Sparc1 to Motorola> 
PDU Overhead with ASN.l Overhead without ASN.l ASN.l 
O:H: 
average S:D: C:V: average S:D: C:V: 
1 56.738 0.834 0.015 21 .151 0.344 0.016 35.587 
2 44.631 1.673 0.037 19.927 0.846 0.042 24.704 
3 58.554 1.843 0.031 21.119 0.582 0.028 37.435 
4 35.323 0.741 0.021 19.815 0.498 0.025 15.508 
5 32.115 0.842 0.026 19.751 0.597 0.030 12.364 
6 31.650 0.959 0.030 19.770 0.860 0.043 11.88 
7 43.280 0.743 0.017 19.823 0.491 0.025 23.457 
8 25.235 0.842 0.033 19.661 0.576 0.029 5.574 
9 26.036 1.282 0.049 20.311 3.308 0.163 5.725 
10 26.127 1.250 0.048 19.708 0.696 0.035 6.419 
S:D: - Standard Deviation C:V: - Coefficient of Variation 





















Table 3.3-4 ASN.l Overhead - milliseconds (from Motorola to Sparc1) 
PDU Overhead with ASN.l Overhead without ASN.l ASN.l 
O:H: 
average S:D: C:V: average S:D: C:V: 
1 49.410 6.921 0.140 14.800 3.400 0.230 34.610 
2 36.080 4.688 0.130 13.950 6.120 0.439 22.13 
3 50.220 5.455 0.109 14.640 3.872 0.264 35.58 
4 28.170 4.871 0.173 13.640 5.190 0.381 14.53 
5 25.230 5.199 0.206 12.960 5.048 0.389 12.27 
6 25.260 4.341 0.172 12.940 4.497 0.348 12.32 
7 35.940 5.436 0.151 13.440 4.080 .0.304 22.50 
8 19.050 4.883 0.256 12.770 4.520 0.354 6.28 
9 19.730 4.775 0.242 13.280 4.432 0.334 6.45 
10 19.560 4.736 0.242 13.280 4.432 0.334 6.28 
S:D: - Standard Deviation C:V: - Coefficient of Variation 




















In all the above cases, while the execution of the Network model was being 
performed, there were no other users on the network. 
In all cases the least overhead was incurred while sending PDUs from Sparc1 
to Sparc1 (Refer to Table 3.3-1) whereas the greastest overhead was incurred 
between the Motorola. systems (Refer to Table 3.3-2). Encoding (decoding) 
overhead was measured in terms of time (milliseconds). Therefore, the 
amount of encoding (decoding) time depends on the architecture of the 
computer as well the speed of the microprocessor. The Sparc1 machine 
contains the RISC processor whereas the Motorola machine (in this 
experiment) contains the 68030. 
It should also be observed that the ASN.1 overhead is comparable when 
transmitting PDUs from Sparc1 to Motorola or vice versa (Compare the 
results in Tables 3.3-3. and 3.3.-4). 
A close examination of the results in all of the tables clearly indicates a direct 
relationship between the ASN.1 overhead and the PDU complexity. In other 
words, ASN.1 overhea.d increases as the PDU becomes more complex. Refer 
to Appendix C for a complete description of the DIS PDUs. Note that 
Resupply Cancel PDU (number .8) contains only 16 bytes (integers and 
characters only) and incurs the least ASN.1 overhead, whereas the Resupply 
Received PDU (number 7) contains 56 bytes (integers, characters and real 
number) and generates more overhead relative to PDU number eight, as 




















The following two tables, 3.3-5 (refer graph 3.3-5) and 3.3-6 (refer graph 3.3-6), 
list the degradation ratio for each PDU type in each of the different 
experiments of the NE!twork Model. The degradation ratio (DR) is defined as 
the ratio between the increase in the average end-to-end delay due to ASN.I 
and the original average delay (without ASN.I). In other words, DR is 
obtained as follows. 
let HI = overhead without ASN.I 
H2 = overhead with ASN.I 
DR = (H2 - HI) / HI 
In the case of transmission from a Sparc1 to Sparc1 , the smallest (relative) 
degradation occurs for PDU type # 8 and represents an extra 38.2% of the 
original delay. PDU type # 3 exhibits the largest relative degradation: the extra 
delay due to ASN.I is approximately equal to two times the original end-to-





















Table 3.3-5 Degradation ratio (DR) for each PDU (from Sparc1 to Sparc1) 
PDU Overhead with Overhead DR=(H2-Hl) /Hl 
ASN.l without ASN.l 
(H2) (HI) 
milliseconds milliseconds 
1 24.395 8.193 1.997 
2 18.815 7.609 1.472 
3 25.078 8.178 2.066 
4 15.023 7.533 0.994 
5 13.634 7.454 0.829 
6 13.831 7.385 0.872 
7 18.274 7.472 1.445 
8 10.154 7.345 0.382 
9 10.642 7.357 0.446 


















































Table 3.3-6 Degradation ratio (DR) for each PDU (from Motorola to Motorola) 
POU Overhead with Overhead OR=(H2-Hl) /Hl 
ASN.l without ASN.l 
(H2) (HI) 
miHiseconds milliseconds 
1 85.900 29.630 1.899 
2 65.820 27.850 1.366 
3 92.580 29.320 2.157 
4 52.210 27.350 0.898 
5 46.090 27.210 0.693 
6 45.240 27.370 0.653 
7 62.760 27.200 1.307 
8 36.430 27.500 0.324 
9 37.760 28.220 0.338 














































Other Benchmark Data: 
In addition to applying the above test to the standard DIS PDU types, 
additional results should be obtained by applying this test to certain 
benchmark data. The following are four useful cases: 
Benchmark I : Use a PDU consisting of M integer fields. Construct an 
instance of this PDU using randomly generated integer values. Change 
the value of M and plot the relationship between the delay TID and 
the value of M (see Tables 3.3-7) . 
Benchmark I I: Same as in Benchmark I but using a all zero values 
(representing sparse data frequently found in many applications) for all 
the M integer fields. (see Table 3.3-8). 
Benchmark III: Use a PDU consisting of M octet strings each of length 1 
octet. Construct an instance of this PDU using randomly generated 
character values. Change the value of M and plot the relationship 
between the delay ITO and the value of M. 
Benchmark IV: Use a PDU consisting of a single octet string of length M. 
Construct an instance of this PDU using randomly generated character 
values. Change the value of M and plot the relationship between the 





















Table 3.3-7 Number of integers vs Average encoding/decoding time 
Number of Average enc:/ dec: Standard deviati- Coeff. of 
integers time -miliseconds on -milliseconds variation 
1 7.787 0.546 0.071 
10 9.885 0.379 0.039 
20 12.880 0.299 0.023 
30 15.986 0.408 0.022 
40 23.461 0.388 0.017 
50 18.015 0.923 0.032 
60 20.152 0.698 0.014 
70 22.022 0.955 0.010 
80 23.992 5.856 0.044 
90 26.534 2.837 0.016 
100 27.928 4.359 0.020 
110 30.354 1.341 0.011 
120 32.037 0.912 0.091 
130 34.038 2.867 0.029 
140 36.171 3.891 0.014 
150 38.237 0.989 0.012 
160 39.615 0.912 0.019 
170 41.934 0.815 0.013 
180 43.787 0.698 0.011 
190 45.646 1.001 0.066 
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Table 3.3-8 Number of Sparse data (zero-valued integers) vs Average 
encoding/decoding time 
Number Average enc: / dec: Standard deviati- Coeff. of 
time milliseconds on milliseconds 
of integers variation 
1 7.747 0.546 0.071 
10 9.681 0.379 0.039 
25 13.060 0.299 0.023 
50 18.179 0.408 0.022 
75 23.461 0.388 0.017 
100 28.473 0.923 0.032 
200 48.651 0.698 0.014 
400 92.365 0.955 0.010 
600 132.543 5.856 0.044 
800 177.020 2.837 0.016 
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The data in Figures 3.3-5, 3.3-6 and 3.3-7 illustrate that there is an 
approximately linear relationship between the array of integers and the 
encoding/ decoding time. In other words overhead (encoding/ decoding time) 
increases nearly linearly at the same rate as the size of the array of integers 





















4.0 A FLEXIBLE DECODING SCHEME 
Recall that for a given ASN.l structure, existing ISO BER implementations 
(e.g., [10]) generate decoding routines dependent on the structure(see [15]). 
This is also the case in the ASN.I-C compiler (see, for example, the appendix 
given in [7] which lists the C code of the decoders generated by the ASN.I-C 
compiler for the CHOICE and SEQUENCE data types). The size of the 
decoding software generated for a given ASN.l structured type is roughly 
equal to the size of the corresponding encoders. This is expected because both 
the encoders and decoders of a given type are constructed according to the 
same ASN.l definition and using the same design framework. 
This standard scheme, however, would not be suitable for many applications. 
The DIS application, for example, would favor a strategy that does not require 
each node to have a priori knowledge of the ASN.l specifications of all PDU 
types to be transmitted to it during a training exercise. Also, the requirement 
of realtime responses in the DIS application makes dynamic acquisition and 
compilation of new PDU type specifications impractical. 
It is therefore desirable to remove the restriction that the decoding routines of 
every PDU type must be available at the receiving node. 
To overcome this problem, an alternative encoding and decoding scheme can 
be used by applications requiring flexible decoding. A variation is proposed 
with the following advantages: 
(1) The ASN.l definition of a given PDU or packet type is only needed in the 
sending host Presentation layer. The receiving host uses a simple 





















the received PDUs. The receiving host is not required to have a priori 
knowledge of the format of the received packets. 
(2) The basic features of ASN.1 are preserved in the new scheme; frequently 
used constructs (e.g., CHOICE, ANY, SEQUENCE, SEQUENCE OF, SET, 
etc.) are retained. Only minor modifications are made to allow for 
deterministic decoding at the receiving host. 
The essence of the scheme is to use information available to the sender in 
producing a deterministic transfer syntax that can be decoded without 
knowing the ASN.1 definition of the transmitted PDU. The following 
example illustrates the thrust of the scheme. 
Consider the following ASN.1 definition. 
ReqRecord ::= SEQUENCE 
{ host id [0] 
































Assume the transmitted value of ReqRecord is as given below (value is 
described using ASN.l): 
{ host id 555, 
- default value next 
priority 5, 
request_type 
location { site_id 
"Resupply", 
28, 
country "USA"} } 
Encoding the above record using standard ISO BER produces the following 26 
octet transfer syntax (all values are expressed in hexadecimal except character 

















r sequence tag'" I 
I'" length = 24 decimal octets'" I 
r integer tag II-I 
r length = 2 octets II-I 
I'" value of host_id =555 decimal "'I 
I'" VisibleString "'I 
I'" length = 8 11-1 
I'" value of request_type'" I 
r sequence'" I 
r length = 8 octets'" I 
I'" integer II- I 
r length = 1 II- I 
I'" value of site_id = 28 decimal'" I 
I'" VisibleString "'I 
r length = 3 "'I 
III- value of country "'I 
Notice there was no encoding for the integer field "priority" referenced with 
the keyword DEFAULT. Notice also that ISO BER allows for some variations 
of the encoding. For example, a character string can be split into two or more 





















length field can use an indefinite length code which indicates that the string 
is delimited by End-of-Contents (EOC) octets. 
To decode the above record (transfer syntax), the receiving host uses decoding 
routines generated according to the ASN.l definition of ReqRecord. This will 
enable the receiver to parse the received record and insert the default value 
of the omitted priority field. To achieve flexible (universal) decoding, the 
proposed alternative scheme simply requires the sender to transmit a 
deterministic transfer record consisting of only primitive types. This is 
possible because the Presentation layer of the sender has already used the 
special encoding routines of ReqRecord to parse the transmitted value 
(originally coded in the sender's local representation). The Presentation layer 
of the sender has therefore already determined the precise syntax and 
contents of the transmitted record and can supply the receiver with a 





















Using the alternative flexible decoding scheme, the transfer syntax of the 
















/* integer tag * / 
/* length = 2 octets * / 
/* value of host_id =555 * / 
/* integer tag * / 
/* length = 1 */ 
/* value of priority = 5 * / 
/ * VisibleString * / 
/*length = 8 */ 
/* value of request_type * / 
/* integer * / 
/* length = 1 * / 
/* value of site id = 28 * / 
/* VisibleString * / 
/* length = 3 * / 
/* value of country * / 
Notice that only primitive types are encoded and the default priority is 
present. The Presentation layer at the receiver can easily reconstruct the value 
of the transmitted record by decoding the consecutive primitive types 
without knowledge of the details of ASN.l definition of the record. 
THE UNIVERSAL DECODING ALGORITHM 
Using the negotiation feature of the OSI Presentation protocol, application 
entities can select the flexible decoding mode of transfer syntax. In this mode, 
the encoding routines are still generated according to the ASN.l specifications 
of each POU or packet type. These routines, however, will only transfer a 
deterministic stream of the encoded primitive ASN.l types. Figure 4.0-1 





















Decode-Universal describes, in pseudo code, the action taken at the receiving 
host's Presentation layer. 
Algorithm Decode_Universal; 
<get 1st ID octet> {first primitive type} 
end algorithm 
while <not end of Packet> do 
tag - <extract tag of the primitive type> 
case tag of 
1: call Decode_Boolean 
2: call Decode_Integer, 
3: call Decode_BitString 





<get next ID> 


































Transfer Syntax t------------------~ 
Figure 4.0-1 A Flexible Decoding Scheme 
To detect the end of a packet, the end of contents (EOC) octet or a new end of 
packet (EOP) sentinel should be inserted by the encoder after the last encoded 
primi ti ve field in the packet. 
Although the above decoding scheme requires the deletion of a few ASN.1 
features, the basic constructs and most popular structured types of ASN.1 are 
retained ( CHOICE, SEQUENCE, SEQUENCE OF, SET, SET OF, ANY, etc.). 





















shall be that of the integer value with which it is associated (based on the 
ASN.l specification), the Enumerated type cannot be processed by the above 
decoding scheme and would, therefore, have to be deleted. This does not 
impose any problem in applications. The mapping between the members of 
enumerated values (e.g., the 50 states of the USA) and distinct integer values 
is normally done by the application (if ever needed). The Presentation layer 
does not have to be involved in implementing this mapping; the encoded 
value of an enumerated element (not already mapped by the application to a 






















This paper has presented the design and implementation of 
experiments used to evaluate the overhead of ASN.1. It has demonstrated 
the importance of the notation of abstract syntaxes in distributed applications 
and has described the basic steps in applying ASN.l to the transmission of a 
DISPDU. 
One of the main concerns about ASN.l is whether it is feasible or 
practical to use it in real-time applications. In particular, the overhead due to 
encoding and decoding processing in ASN.l can become too substantial and 
time consuming for time-critical applications. Using a faster processor such 
as Motorola 88K computer (RISe processor - 26 MIPS), it is possible to 
improve the performance of ASN.l for real-time applications. We obtained 
the following results in the Isolation model using the Motorola 88K 
computer. 
Isolation model: 
Encoding Overhead (milliseconds) 
Modified ISODE - 0.01323 
ISODE - 0.01833 
Light-Weight - 0.01 
Decoding Overhead (milliseconds) 
Modified ISODE - 0.0001 
ISODE - 0.01667 




















Based on these results it can be concluded: 
1. ASN.l has significant processing overhead, but this could be reduced 
by using improved versions of encoding/decoding syntaxes. 
2. Newer and faster processors can minimize the effects of processing 
overhead on applications. 
3. Therefore, real-time applications may be possible in ASN.l 
environment if an adequate processor is used. 
Based on these experiments, it was observed that ASN.l is platform 
independent. The Network model experiment exchanged PDUs among three 
different platforms i.e., Sparc1, Motorola and Harris communicating the 
encoded (decoded) data. The platform independent nature of ASN.l could 
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The Isolation Model: 
Integer EncodinglDecoding Routines 
The Isolation Model described in Section 4 has been used to compare the 
encoding and decoding speed of ISO BER and other alternative transfer 
syntaxes. The ASN.1 compiler and tools of ISO DE [10] have been used to 
generate the C encoding and decoding routines of integer data type. The 
following is the source listing of these routines. 
r Integer encoder generated by ISODE .. / 
char "encode(code, i) 





mask, sign, n; 
"dp; 
sign = i >= 0 ? i : i " (-1); 
mask = Oxlff « «(n = sizeof i) - 1) .. 8 - 1); 
while (n > 1 && (sign & mask) == 0) 
mask »= 8, n-; 
"code = n; 
for (dp = code + n; n-- > 0; i »= 8) 






















/ .. Integer decoder generated by ISODE .. / 
int decode (code) 
char "code; 
{ 
int i, len; 
char "dp, "ep; 
len = "code; 
i = ("(dp = code+1) & OxBO) ? (-1) : 0; 
for (ep = dp + len; dp < ep;) 
i = (i «8) I ("dp++ & Oxff); 
return i; 
A driver program has been used to test the speed of the above routines on 
different machines. Below is the listing of a driver routine that uses 
randomly generated integer values. The encoding and decoding times are 
computed exclusive of the overhead of dynamic memory allocation. 
main(argc, argv) 
int argc; 
char .... argv; 
struct itimerval timer1, otimer; 
struct timeval "tp_int, "tp_val; 
int i, n, input, result; 
long sec, t_sec, t_ usec; 
char "data; 
sscanf (argv[l], "%d", &n); 





















tp_int = &timerl.it_interval; 
tp_val = &timerl.it_value; 
timerc1ear( tp _ in t); 
tp_val-> tv_sec = sec; 
tp_val-> tv_usee = 0; 
if «data = (char *) ealloe (1, sizeof 6» == NULL) 
printf ("error on ealloc!\n"); 
/ * set process timer * / 
if (setitimer(1, &timerl, &otimer) == O){ 
/* below is the codes to be measured * / 
for (i=O; i<n; i++){ 
input = randomO & Oxffffffff; 
data = eneode(data, input); 
result = deeode(data); 
/ * read timer * / 
if (getitimer(1, &timerl) == O){ 
t_see = tp_val->tv_see; 
t_usee = tp_val->tv_usee; 
printf ("tv_sec = %ld \n", t_see); 
printf ("tv_usee = %ld \n", t_usee); 
if (t usee == 0) 
printf ("time used = %4.0f\n", see-t_see); 
else 




























A variation of the encoding routine generated by ISODE has also been 
manually developed based on a BER scheme given in [3]. The following is 
the listing of this variation. 
1* A variant ISO BER integer encoding routine *1 
char * encode(z, r) 
register char *z; 
register int r; 
{ 
} 
register char *zO; 
zO =z; 
if (r >= -Ox8000 && r < Ox8000) 
if (r < 128 && r >= -128){ 
"z++ = 1; *z++ = r;} 
else { 
*z++ = 2; *z++ = (r»8); *z++ = r;} 
else if (r >= -ox800000 && r < Ox800000){ 
.. z++ = 3; *z++ = (r»16); 
"z++ = (r»8); *z++ = r;} 
else { 
"z++ = 4; *z++ = (r»24); .. z++ = (r» 16); 
"z++ = (r»8); *z++ = r;} 
return zO; 
Finally, the integer encoder and decoder corresponding to the light weight 
transfer syntax proposed in [3] are given below. 





















char .. lwencode(z, r) 
register char "z; 
register int r; 
{ 
char "zO; 
zO = z; .. z++ = (r»24); .. z++ = (r» 16); 
.. z++ = (r»8); .. z++ = r; 
return zO; 
/* Ught weight integer decoding" / 
int 1 wdecode(code) 
char 





















i = "'code; 
dp = code + 1; 
for (ep = dp + 4; dp < ep-1;) 























This appendix contains the encoding/ decoding routines of the Single-
Host and Network Models. These routines are the modifications of the 
















































'define xalloc(p, type) \ 
1* for generic interctive initiators *1 
1* operation definitions *1 
1* type definitions *1 
((p) = (type) calloc (1, sizeof *(p))) 
'define salloc(s) \ 
str2qb ((s), strlen (s), 1) 
'define palloc(s, len) \ 
str2qb (( s), (len), 1) 























static char *myservice = "sendpdu"; 
static char *lIycontext = "isode send pdu dello"; 
static char *mypci = "isode send pdu demo pci"; 
int 
1* ARGUXENTS *1 
dO_disPDU (), do_help (), do_quit (); 
int dispdu_result (); 
int dispdu_error (); 








1* RESULTS *1 
1* ERRORS *1 




























/* ARGSUSED * / 




(void) ryinitiator (argc, argv, lIyservice, lIycontext, lIypci, 
table_echo_Operations, dIspatches, do_quit ); 





















ARGUMENTS * I 
1* ARGSUSED *1 
static int do_disPDU (sd, ds, args, arg) 
int sdi 




sscanf (&s3[4], "%2x", &choice)i 
if ((*arg = (struct type_Echo_Pdu *) calloc (1, sizeof **arg)) 
== NULL) 
adios (NULLCP, "out of Jellory")i 
1* system ("clear")i *1 
switch (choice) { 
case 1: 
(*arg)->offset = type_Echo_Pdu_pdu1i 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdul, struct type_Echo_EntityState *)i 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu1->header, struct type_Echo_Header *)i 
getHeader ((*arg)->un.pdu1->header, choice)i 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu1->entityid, struct type_Echo_Entityld *)i 
getEntity ((*arg)->un.pdu1->entityid)i 
fillch (buf, l)i 
(*arg)->un.pdu1->padding = palloc (buf, l)i 
sscanf (cp, "%2x", &(*arg)->un.pdul->forceid)i 
cp = cp + 2i 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu1->entitytype, struct type_Echo_EntityType *)i 
getType ((*arg)->un.pdu1->entitytype)i 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdul->alternatetype, 
struct type_Echo_EntityType *)i 
getType ((*arg)->un.pdul->alternatetY~)i 
sscanf(cp, "%8x", &(*arg)->un.pdu1->tlmestamp)i 
cp = cp + 8i 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu1->entitylocation, 
struct type_Echo_LocatlonlnWorld *)i 
getWorld ((*arg)->un.pdu1->entitylocation)i 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdul->velocity, struct type_Echo_Vector *)i 
getVeloclty ((*arg)->un.pdu1->velocitY)i 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdul->entityorientation, 
struct type_Echo_EntityOrientation *)i 
getOrientation ((*arg)->un.pdul->entityorientation)i 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdul->deadreckoningparm, 
struct type_Echo_DeadReckoningParm *)i 
getDeadreckon ((*arg)->un.pdul->deadreckoningparm)i 
sscanf(cp, "t8x", &(*arg)->un.pdul->entityappearance)i 
cp = cp + 8i 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdul->entitymarking, 
struct type_Echo_EntityKarking *)i 
getKarking ((*arg)->un.pd l->entitymarking)i 
getcapability ((*arg)->un.pdul) i 
fillch (buf, 3)i 




















sscanf(cp, "l2x", &(*arg)->un.pdul->numarticulparm); 
cp = cp + 2; 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdul->artparm, struct type_Echo_ArtParm i); 
getArticul ((*arg)->un.pdul->artparm, (*arg)->un.pdul->nuaarticulparm); 
break; 
case 2: 
(*arg)->offset = type_Echo_Pdu_pdu2; 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu2, struct type_Echo_Fire i); 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu2->header, struct type_Echo_Header i); 
getHeader ((*arg)->un.pdu2->header, choice); 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu2->fireentityid, 
struct type_EchO_Entityld i); 
getEntity ((*arg)->un.pdu2->fireentltyid); 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu2->targetentitYld, 
struct type_Echo_Entltyld i); 
getEntity ((*arg)->un.pdu2->targetentityid); 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu2->aunitionid, struct type_EchO_Entityld i); 
get Entity ((*arg)->un.pdu2->aunitionid); 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu2->eventidc struct type_Echo_Eventld i); getEvent ((*arg)->un.pdu2->eventld); 
sscanf(cp, "l8x", &(*arg)->un.pdu2->tillestamp); 
cp = cp + 8; 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu2->locationinworld, 
struct type_Echo_LocationlnWorld i); 
getWorld ((*arg)->un.pdu2->locationinworld); 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu2->burstdescriptor, 
struct type_Echo_BurstDescriptor i); 
getBurst ((*arg)->un.pdu2->burstdescriptor); 





(*arg)->offset = type_Echo_Pdu_pdu3; 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu3, struct type_EchO_Detonation i); 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu3->header, struct type_Echo_Header i ); 
getHeader ((*arg)->un.pdu3->header, choice); 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu3->fireentityid, 
struct type_Echo_Entityld *)i 
getEntity ((*arg)->un.pdu3->fireentltyid); 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu3->targetentitYld, 
struct type_Echo_Entltyld i); 
getEntity ((*arg)->un.pdu3->targetentityid); 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu3->munitionid, struct type_Echo_Entityld i); 
get Entity ((*arg)->un.pdu3->aunitionid); 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu3->eventidc struct type_Echo_Eventld *); get Event ((*arg)->un.pdu3->eventld); 
sscanf(cp, "l8x", &(*arg)->un.pdu3->tilestallp); 
cp = cp + 8; 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu3->locationinworld, 
struct type_Echo_LocationlnWorld *); 
getWorld ((*arg)->un.pdU3->locationinworld); 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdU3->burstdescriptor, 
struct type_Echo_BurstDescriptor *); 
getBurst ((*arg)->un.pdu3->burstdescriptor): 






















struct type_Echo_LocationlnEntitycoord *): 
getLocal ((*arg)->un.pdu3->localcoord): 
sscanf(cp, "%2x", &(*arg)->un.pdu3->detonationresult): 
cp = cp + 2: 
sscanf(cp, "%2x", &(*arg)->un.pdu3->numarticulparm): 
~ = cp + 2: 
flilch (but, 2): 
(*arg)->un.pdu3->padding = palloc (but, 2): 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pduJ->artparm, struct type_Echo_ArtParm *): 
getArticul ((*arg)->un.pdu3->artparm, (*arg)->un.pdu3->numarticulparm): 
break: 
case 5: 
(*arg)->offset = type_Echo_Pdu_pdu4: 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu4, struct type_Echo_service *): 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu4->header, struct type_Echo_Header *): 
getHeader ((*arg)->un.pdu4->header, choice): 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu4->requestingentityid, 
struct type_Echo_Entityld *): 
getEntity ((*arg)->un.pdu4->requestingentityid): 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu4->servicingentltyid, 
struct type_EchO_Entityld *): 
getEntity ((*arg)->un.pdu4->servicingentityid): 
sscanf(cp,"%2x", &(*arg)->un.pdu4->servicetype): 
cp = cp + 2: 
sscanf(cp, "%2x", &(*arg)->un.pdu4->nlllSupplytype): 
c~ = cp + 2: 
flllch (but, 2): 
(*arg)->un.pdu4->padding :: palloc (but, 2): 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdU4->supqty, struct type_Echo_SupQty *): 
getSupply ((*arg)->un.pdU4->supqty, (*arg)->un.pdu4->nlllSupplytype): 
break: 
case 6: 
(*arg)->offset = type_Echo_Pdu_pdu5: 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu5, struct type_Echo_ResupplyOffer *) : 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu5->header, struct type_Echo_Header *): 
getHeader ((*arg)->un.pdu5->header, choice): 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu5->requestingentityid, 
struct type_Echo_EntitYld *): 
getEntity (( *arg)->un. pdu~i->requestingentityid): 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu5->servicingentltyid, 
struct type_Echo_Entityld *): 
getEntity ((*arg)->un.pdu5->servicingentityid); 
sscanf(cp, "%2x", &(*arg)->un.pdu5->nlllSupplytype): 
g> = cp + 2: 
flllch (but, 3): 
(*arg)->un.pdu5->padding :: palloc (but, 3): 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu5->supqty, struct type_Echo_SupQty *): 
getSupply ((*arg)->un.pdu5->supqty, (*arg)->un.pdu5->nlllSupplytype): 
break; 
case 7: 
(*arg)->offset = type_Echo_Pdu_pdu6: 




















xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu6->header, struct type_Echo_Header *); 
getHeader ((*arg)->un.pdu6->header, choice); 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu6->reguestingentityid, 
struct type_EchO_Entityld *); 
getEntity ((*arg)->un.pdu6->requestlngentityid); 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu6->servicingentltyid, 
struct type_Echo_Entityld *); 
getEntity ((*arg)->un.pdu6->servicingentityid); 
sscanf (cp, "t2x", &(*arg)->un.pdu6->numsupplytype); 
c~ = cp + 2; 
flllch (but, 3); 
(*arg)->un.pdU6->padding = palloc (but, 3); 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdU6->supqty, struct type_Echo_SupQty *); 
getsupply (( *arg)->un. pdu6->supqty, (*arg)->un. pdu6->numsupplytype); 
break; 
case S: 
(*arg)->offset = type_Echo_Pdu_pdu7; 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdU7, struct type_Echo_Resupplycancel *); 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu7->header, struct type_Echo_Header *); 
getHeader ((*arg)->un.pdu7->header, choice); 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu7->reguestingentityid, 
struct type_EchO_Entityld *); 
getEntity ((*arg)->un.pdu7->requestlngentityid); 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu7->servicingentltyid, 




(*arg)->offset = type_Ech()_Pdu_pduS; 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pduS, struct type_Echo_RepairComplete *); 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pduS->header, struct type_Echo_Header *); 
getHeader ((*arg)->un.pdu8->header, choice); 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdus->requestingentityid, 
struct type_Echo_Entityld *); 
getEntity ((*arg)->un.pduS->requestingentityid); 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pduS->servicingentltyid, 
struct type_Echo_Entityld *); 
getEntity ((*arg)->un.pdu8->servicingentityid); 
sscanf (cp, "UX", &(*arg )->un.pduS->repair); 
c~ = cp + 4; 
flllch (but, 2); 
(*arg)->un.pduS->padding :: palloc (but, 2)"; 
break; 
case 10: 
(*arg)->offset = type_Echo_Pdu_pdu9; 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu9, struct type_Echo_RepairResponse *); 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu9->header, struct type_Echo_Header *); 
getHeader ((*arg)->un.pdu9->header, choice); 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu9->reguestingentityid, 
struct type_EchO_Entityld *); 
getEntity ((*arg)->un.pdu9->reguestingentityid); 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdu9->servicingentltyid, 
struct type_Echo_Entityld *); 
getEntity ((*arg)->un.pdu9->servicingentityid); 




















cp = cp + 2: 
fillch (buf, 3): 
(*arg)->un.pdu9->padding = palloc (buf, 3): 
break: 
case 4: 
(*arg)->offset = type_Echo_Pdu_pdu10: 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdUlO, struct type_Echo_Collision *): 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdUlO->header, struct type_Echo_Beader *): 
getBeader ((*arg)->un.pdUlO->header, choice): 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdUlO->issuingentityid, 
struct type_Echo_Entityld *): 
getEntity ((*arg)->un.pdu10->issuingentit¥id): 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdUlO->collidingentitYld, 
struct type_Echo_Entityld *l: 
qetEntity ((*arg)->un.pdu10->collidlngentityid): 
xalloc ((*arg)->un.pdUlO->eventid, struct type_Echo_Eventld *): 
get Event ((*arg)->un.pdUlO->eventid): 
fillch (buf, 2): 
(*arg)->un.pdUlO->padding = palloc (buf( 2): 
sscanf (cp, "%8x", &(*arg)->un.pdUlO->tlJestalp): 
cp = cp + 8: 




struct type_Echo_LocationlnEntitycoord *): 
getLocal ((*arg)->un.pdUlO->localcoord): 
timer (0 ): 
return OK: 
getBeader (sp, num) 




cp = s3: 
sscanf (cp, "%2x", &sp->protocolversion): 
cp = cp + 2: 
sscanf (cp, "%2x", &sp->exerciseid): 
cp = cp + 2: 
sscanf (cp, "%2x", &sp->pdutype): 
c~ = cp + 2: 
flilch (buf, 1): 
sp->padding = palloc (buf, 1): 
return: 
getEntity (sp) 
struct type_Echo_Entityld *sp: 
( 
sscanf(cp, "Ux", &sp->site): 
cp = cp + 4: 
sscanf(cp, "%4x", &sp->host): 




















sscanf(cp, "%4x", &sp->entitY)i 
cp = cp + 4i 
returni 
getType (sp) 
struct type_Echo_EntityType *SPi 
{ 
sscanf(cp, "%2x", &sp->kind)i 
cp = cp + 2i 
sscanf(cp, "%2x", &sp->dollain)i 
Cp = Cp + 2i 
sscanf(cp, "%4x", &Sp->countrY)i 
Cp = Cp + 4i 
sscanf(cp, "%2x", &sp->categorY)i 
Cp = cp + 2i 
sscanf(cp, "%2x", &sp->subcategorY)i 
cp = cp + 2i 
sscanf(cp, "%2x", &Sp->specific)i 
cp = cp + 2i 
sscanf(cp, "%2x", &sp->extra)i 
Cp = cp + 2i 
returni 
getWorld (sp) 














struct type_Echo_EntityOrientation *SPi 
{ 
sscanf(cp, "%8x", &sP->PSi)i 
cp = cp + 8i 
sscanf(cp, "%8x", &sp->theta)i 
cp = cp + 8i 
sscanf(cp, "t8x", &sp->phi)i 
cp = cp + 8i 
returni 
getDeadreckon (sp) 






















sscanf(cp, "%2x", &sp->deadreckoningalgorithm); 
c~ = cp + 2; 
flilch (buf, 15); 
sp->otherparm = palloc (buf, 15); 




xalloc (sp->anqularvelocity, struct type_Echo_AngularVelocity *); 
sscanf(cp, "%8x", &sp->anqularvelocity->xolega); 
Cp = cp + 8; 
sscanf(cp, "%8x", &sp->anqularvelocity->yolega); 
cp = cp + 8; 
sscanf(cp, "%8x", &sp->anqularvelocity->zolega); 
cp = cp + 8; 
return; 
getKarking (sp) 
struct type_Echo_EntityHarking *sp; 
( 
char buf[12]; 
sscanf(cp, "%2x", &sp->characterset); 
c~ = cp + 2; 
flilch (buf, 11); 
sp->characterstring = salloc (buf); 
return; 
getcapability (sp) 
struct type_Echo_EntityState *sp; 
{ 
char buf[5]; 
fillch (buf, 4); 
sp->capabilities = palloc (buf, 4); 
return; 
get Event (sp) 
struct type_Echo_Eventld *sp; 
{ 
sscanf (cp, "%4x", &sp->site); 
cp = cp + 4; 
sscanf (cp, "%4x", &sp->host); 
cp = cp + 4; 
sscanf (cp, "%4x" , &sp->event); 
cp = cp + 4; 
return; 
getBurst (sp) 
struct type_Echo_BurstDescriptor *sp; 
{ 





















sscanf(cp, "%4x", &sp->warhead); 
cp = cp + 4; 
sscanf(cp, "%4x", &sp->fuze); 
cp = cp + 4; 
sscanf(cp, "%4x", &sp->quantity); 
cp = cp + 4; 
sscanf(cp, "%4x", &sp->rate); 
cp = cp + 4; 
return; 
getLocal (Sp) 






getArticul (sp, num) 




for (i=O; i<num; iff) 
getParameter (sp); 




xalloc (sp->next, struct type_Echo_ArtParm i); 
sp = sp->next; 
sp->next = NULL; 
getParameter (sp) 
struct type_Echo_ArtParm *sp; 
{ 
xalloc (sp->ArticulationParm, struct type_Echo_ArticulationParm *); 
sscanf(cp, "%4x", &sp->ArticulationParl->change); 
cp = cp + 4; 
sscanf(cp, "%4x", &sp->ArticulationParm->idattachedto); 
cp = cp + 4; 
sscanf(cp, "%8x", &sp->ArticulationParm->paraletertype); 
cp = cp + 8; 
xalloc (sp->ArticulationParm->paraletervalue, 
struct type_EchO_EntityType i); 
getType (sp->ArtlculationParm->parametervalue); 
return; 
getsupply (sp, num) 
























for (i=O; i<num; itt) 
getQuantity (sp); 




xalloc (sp->next, struct type_Echo_SupQty i); 
sp = sp->next; 
sp->next = NULL; 
getQuantity (sp ) 
struct type_Echo_SupQty *sp; 
{ 
xalloc (sp->SupplyQuantity, struct type_Echo_SupplyQuantity i ); 
xalloc (sp->SupplyQuantity->supplytype, struct type_Echo_EntityType i); 
sscanf(cp, "%2x", &Sp->SupplyQuantity->supplytype->kind); . 
cp = cp t 2; 
sscanf(cp, "%2x", &Sp->SupplyQuantity->supplytype->dollain); 
cp = cp t 2; 
sscanf(cp, "Ux", &sp->SupplyQuantity->supplytype->country); 
cp = cp t 4; 
sscanf(cp, "%2x", &sp->SupplyQuantity->supplytype->category); 
cp = cp t 2; 
sscanf(cp, "%2x", &sp->SupplyQuantity->supplytype->subcategory); 
cp = cp t 2; 
sscanf(cp, "%2x", &sp->SupplyQuantity->supplytype->specific); 
cp = cp t 2; 
sscanf (cp, "%2x", &Sp->SupplyQuantity->supplytype->extra); 







sscanf (cp, "t8x", &fnUl); 
*dnum = (double) fnum; 





~har ~h [ 8l; 
Int In, 1; 




















sscanf (cp, "%2x", &in); 
ch[i ] = in; 
cp = cp + 2; 
lemcpy (dnum, ch, 8); 
return; 





int in, i; 
for (i=O; i<n; iff) { 
sscanf (c~, "%2x", &in); 
buf [i ] = In; 
cp = cp + 2; 






















1* ARGSUSED *1 
static int do_help (sd, ds, args, dummy) 
int sd; 






for (ds = dispatches; ds -> ds_nalle; ds++) 
printf ("ls\n", ds -> ds_help); 
printf ("\n\nPress <CR> to continue ... "); 






















1* ARGSUSED *1 
static int do_quit (sd, ds, args, dummy) 
int sd; 





struct ACSAPrelease acrs; 
register struct ACSAPrelease *acr = &acrs; 
struct ACSAPindication acis; 
register struct AcSAPindication *ad = &ads; 
register struct AcSAPabort *aea = &ad -) ad_abort; 
if (!cRelRequest (sd, ACF_MORKAL, KULLPEP, 0, NOTOK, acr, aci) == NOTOK) 
acs_adios (aca, "A-RELEASE.REQUEST It ); 
if (!acr -) acr_affiraative) { 
(void) AcUAbortRequest (sd, KULLPEP, 0, aci); 























1* ARGSUSED * I 




register struct type_Echo_Pdu *resulti 




tiler (count) i 
printf ("=== DISPDU - INITIATOR ===")i 
switch (result->offset) { 
case type_Echo_Pdu_pdul: 
printf ("\nEntity State PDU\n")i 
putHeader (result->un.pdul->header)i 
putEntity (result->un.pdul->entitYld)i 
printf ("\nPADDING : ")i 
print_hex (result->un.pdul->padding)i 
printf ("\nFORCE ID : %d", result->un.pdul->forceid)i 
putTrpe (result->un.pdul->entitytype)i 
putA ternate (result->un.pdul->alternatetype)i 
printf ("\nTIKE STAXP : %d", result->un. pdul->t ilestamp) i 
putWorld (result->un.Pdul->entitrlocation)i 
putVelocity (result->un.pdul->ve ocitY)i 
putorientation (result->un.pdul->entityorientation)i 
putDeadreckon (result->un.pdul->deadreckoningparm)i 
printf ("\nENTITY APPEARANCE : %d", 
result->un.pdul->entitya~pearance)i 
putMarking (result->un.pdul->entltYlarking)i 
putcapability (result->un .. pdul->capabilitles) i 
printf ("\nPADDING : ")i 
print_hex (result->un.pdul->pad)i 










put Event (result->un.pdu2->eventid)i 
printf ("\nTIKE STAXP : %d", result->un.pdu2->tilestamp)i 
putWorld (result->un.pdu2->locationinworld)i 
putBurst (result->un. pdu2->burstdescriptor) i 
putvelocity (result->un.pdu2->velocitY)i 
































printf ("\nDETONATION RESULT : %d", 
result->un.pdu3->detonationresult); 
printf ("\nl OF ARTICULATION PARKETER : td", 
result->un.pdu3->nUlarticulparm); 
printf ("\nPADDING : "); 
print_hex (result->un.pdu3->padding); 
putArticul (result->un. pdu3->artparm); 
break; 
case type_Echo_Pdu_pdu4: 




printf ("\nSERVICE TYPE : %d",result->un.pdu4->servicetype); 
printf ("\nHUKBER OF SUPPLY TYPE : %d",result->un.pdu4->nUlSupplytype); 









printf (II\nNUMBER OF SUPPLY TYPE : %d",result->un.pduS->numsupplytype); 
printf ("\nPADDING : "); 
print_hex (result->un.pdu.~->padding); 
putsupply (result->un. pdu~)->supqty); 
break; 
case type_Echo_Pdu_pdu6: 




printf ("\nHUKBER OF SUPPLY TYPE : td",result->un.pdu6->nUlSupplytype); 






























printf ("\nRepair COlplet.e PDU\n"); 
putHeader (result->un.pduS->header); 
putRequest (result->un.pduS->requestingentityid); 
putservice (result->un. pd.us->servicingentitYld); 
printf ("\nREPAIR TYPE : \d", result->un.pdus->repair); 








printf ("\nREPAIR RESULT : \d", result->un. pdu9->repairresult); 









printf ("\nPADDING : "); 
print_hex (result->un.pdulO->padding); 
printf ("\nTIME STAMP : %d", result->un.pdulO->tillestamp); 
putVelocity (result->un.pdulO->velocity); 
printf (" \nMASS : U", result->un.pdulO->lass); 
putLocal (result->un.pdulO->localcoord); 
printf (" \n\n 
scanf ("%c%c", &ch, &ch); 
return OK; 
static print_qb (q) 
register struct qbuf *q; 
{ 
register struct qbuf *p; 
if (q == NULL) 
return; 
PRESS <CR> TO CONTINUE .•• "); 
for (p = q -> qb_forw; p != q; p = p -> qb_forw) 
printf ("%*.*s", p -> qb_len, p -> qb_len, p -> qb_data); 
return; 
static print_hex (q) 
register struct qbuf *q; 
{ 


















unsigned char *ptr; 
int i; 
if (q == NULL) 
return; 
for (p = q -> qb_forw; p != q; p = p -> qb forw) 
for (ptr=(unsigned char *)p->qb_data, 1=0; l<p->qb_len; ptr++, itt) 
printf ("%02x ", *ptr): 
printf (" (in hex)"); 
return; 
putHeader (sp) 
struct type_Echo_Header *sp; 
{ 
printf ("\nPROTOCOL VERSION 
printf ("\nEXERCISE IDENTIFIER 





struct type_Echo_EntityId *sp; 
{ 
printf ("\nENTITY SITE 
printf ("\nENTITY HOST 
printf ("\nENTITY ID 
return; 
putType (sp) 
struct type_Echo_EntityType *sp; 
{ 
printf ("\nENTITY KIND 
printf ("\nENTITY OOKAIN 
printf ("\nENTITY COUNTRY 
printf ("\nENTITY CATEGORY 
printf ("\nENTITY SUBCATEGORY 
printf ("\nENTITY SPECIFIC 
printf ("\nENTITY EXTRA 
return; 
putAlternate (sp) 
struct type_EchO_EntityType *sp; 
{ 
printf ("\nALTERNATE ENTITY KIND 
: %d", sp->protocolversion); 
: %d", sp->exerciseid); 
: %d", sp->pdutype); 
: "); 
: %d", sp->site); 
: %d", sp->host); 
: %d", sp->entity); 
: %d", sp->kind); 
: %d", Sp->dollaln); 
: %d", sp->country); 
: %d", sp->category); 
: %d", sp->subcategory); 
: %d", sp->specific): 
: %d", sp->extra); 
printf ("\nALTERNATE ENTITY JX)KAIN 
printf ("\nALTERNATE ENTITY COUNTRY 
printf ("\nALTERNATE ENTITY CATEGORY 
printf ("\nALTERNATE ENTITY S[ffiCATEGORY 
printf ("\nALTERNATE ENTITY SPECIFIC 
printf ("\nALTERNATE ENTITY EXTRA 
return; 
: %d", sp->kind): 
: %d", sp->dollain); 
: %d", sp->country); 
: %d", sp->category); 
: td", sp->subcategory); 
: td", sp->specific); 




















putltlorld (sp ) 
struct type_Echo_LocationlnWorld *SPi 
{ 
pr intf (" \nWORLD x -COORD 
printf ("\nWORLD Y-COORD 
printf (" \nWORLD Z-COORD 
returni 
: tf", sp->xcoord)i 
: %t", sp->ycoord)i 
: %t", sp->zcoord) i 
putVelocity (sp) 
struct type_echo_Vector *SPi 
{ 
printf ("\nVELOCITY X-COMPONENT 
printf ("\nVELOCITY Y-COMPONENT 
printf ("\nVELOCITY Z-COMPONENT 
returni 
: tf", sp->xcollponent )i 
: tf", sp->ycomponent )i 
: %t", sp->zcolponent )i 
putOrientation (sp) 
struct type_EchO_EntityOrientation *SPi 
{ 
printf (" \nANGLE PSI 
printf (" \nANGLE THETA 
printf (" \nANGLE PHI 
returni 
: %d", sP->PSi)i 
: %d", sp->theta)i 
: %d", sp->phi)i 
putDeadreckon (sp) 
struct type_Echo_DeadReckoningparm *SPi 
{ 
pr intf (" \nDEAD RECKONING ALGORITHM 
printf ("\nLINEAR ACCEL X-COMPONENT 
printf ("\nLINEAR ACCEL Y-COMPONENT 
printf ("\nLINEAR ACCEL Z-COMPONENT 
printf (" \nANGULAR VELOCITY ABOUT X 
printf ("\nANGULAR VELOCITY ABOUT Y 
printf (" \nANGULAR VELOCITY ABOUT Z 




struct type_Echo_EntityKarking *SPi 
{ 
: td", sp->deadreckoningalgorithl)i 
: tf", sp->linearaccel->xcolponent)i 
: %t", sp->linearaccel->ycolponent )i 
: %t", sp-> linearaccel->zcomponent) i 
: %d", sp->angu!arvelocity->xomega)i 
: td", sp->angularvelocity->yolega)i 
: %d", sp->angularvelocity->zolega)i 
: "); 
pr intf (" \nENTITY MARKING CHARACTER SET : %d", sp->characterset) i 




struct qbuf *SPi 
{ 







I putFire (sp) struct type_Echo_EntityId *SPi 
{ 
I 
printf ("\nFIRE ENTITY SITE : td", sp->site)i 
printf ("\nFIRE ENTITY HOST : %d", sp->host)i 
printf ("\nFIRE ENTITY ID : td", sp->entitY)i 
returni 
I putTarget (sp) 
struct type_EchO_EntityId *SPi 
I { printf ("\nTARGET ENTITY SITE : %d", sp->site)i printf ("\nTARGET ENTITY HOST : %d", sp->host)i 
printf ("\nTARGET ENTITY ID : %d", sp->entitY)i 
I returni 
putMunition (S~) 
I struct type_Ec o_EntityId *SPi { printf ("\ruruNITION SITE : %d", sp->site)i 
printf ("\nKUNITION HOST : %d", sp->host)i 
I printf ("\ruruNITION ID : %d", sp->entitY)i returni 
I put Event (sp) struct type_Echo_EventId *SPi 
{ 
printf ("\nEVENT SITE : %d", sp->site)i 
I printf ("\nEVENT HOST : %d", sp->host)i printf ("\nEVENT ID : %d", sp->event)i returni 
I putBurst (sp) 
struct type_Echo_BurstDescriptor *sp; 
I 
{ 
printf ("\nBURST MUNITIUN .•• ")i 
putType (sp->lUnition)i 
printf ("\nBURST WARHEAD : %d", sp->warhead)i 
I 
printf ("\nBURST FUZE : td", sp->fuze)i 
printf ("\nBURST QUANTITY : %d", sp->quantitY)i 
printf ("\nBURST RATE : \d", sp->rate)i 
returni 
I putLocal (sp) 
struct type_Echo_LocationInEntityCoord *SPi 
I 
{ 
pr intf (" \nLOCAL X -COORD : tf", sp->xcoord)i 
printf ("\nLOCAL Y-COORD : \f", sp->ycoord) i 

























struct typ~EchO_EntityId *sp: 
{ 
printf ("\nREQUESTING ENTITY SITE: %d", sp->site): 
printf ("\nREQUESTING ENTITY HOST: %d", sp->host): 
printf ("\nREQUESTING ENTITY ID : %d", sp->entity): 
return: 
putservice (sp) 
struct type_EchO_EntityId *sp: 
{ 
printf ("\nSERVICING ENTITY SITE 
printf ("\nsERVICING ENTITY BaST 
printf ("\nSERVICING ENTITY ID 
return: 
putIssue (sp) 
struct type_Echo_EntitYId *sp: 
{ 
printf ("\nISSUING ENTITY SITE: 
printf ("\nISSUING ENTITY BOS1' 
printf ("\nISSUING ENTITY ID 
return: 
putCollide (sp) 
struct type_Echo_EntityId *sp: 
{ 
printf ("\nCOLLIDING ENTITY SITE 
printf ("\nCOLLIDING ENTITY HOST 
printf ("\nCOLLIDING ENTITY ID 
return: 
putArticul (sp) 
struct type_Echo_ArtParm *sp: 
( 
for (: sp: sp = sp->next) { 
: %d", sp->site): 
: %d", sp->host): 
: %d", sp->entity): 
: %d", sp->site): 
: %d", sp->host): 
: %d", sp->entity): 
: %d", sp->site): 
: %d", sp->host): 
: %d", sp->entity): 
printf ("\nARTICULATION P}JWlETER CHANGE 
sp->ArticulationParm->change): 
printf ("\nARTICULATION PARA1IETER ID - ATTACHED TO 
sp->ArticulationPara->idattachedto): 
printf ("\nARTICULATION PARA1IETER TYPE 
sp->ArticulationParJ->paraletertype): 




struct type_Echo_SupQty *sp: 
{ 
for (: sp: sp = sp->next) { 
printf ("\nsUPPLY ENTITY KIND : td", 
sp->SupplyQuantity->supplytype->kind): 

























printf ("\nSUPPLY ENTITY COUNTRY : %d", 
sp->SupplyQuantity->supplytype->country): 
printf ("\nSUPPLY ENTITY CATEGORY : %d", 
sp->SupplyQuantity->supplytype->category): 
printf ("\nSUPPLY ENTITY SUBCATEGORY : td", 
sp->SupplyQuantity->supplytype->subcategory): 
printf ("\nSUPPLY ENTITY SPECIFIC : td", 
sp->SupplyQuantity->supplytype->specific): 
printf ("\nSUPPLY ENTITY EXTRA : \d", 
sp->SupplyQuantity->supplytype->extra): 























1* ARGSUSED *1 





struct RoSAPindication *roi; 
{ 
register struct RyError *rye; 
if (error == RY_REJECT) { 
advise (NULLCP, "%s", ROErrString ((int) paralleter) ); 
return OK; 
if (rye = finderrbyerr (table __ Echo_Errors, error)) 
advise (NULLCP, "%s", ryll -) rye_nalle); 
else 
advise (NULLCP, "Error %d", error); 
return OK; 






































/* ryinitiator.c - generic interactive initiator */ 
lifndef lint 
static char *rcsid = "$Header: /f/osi/others/lookup/RCS/ryinitiator.c,v 7.0 89/11/23 22:56:41 !rose Rel $"; 
lendif 
/: $Header: /f/osi/others/lookup/RCS/ryinitiator.c,v 7.0 89/11/23 22:56:41 !rose Rel $ 
* 
* * $109: ryinitiator.c,v $ 
* Revlsion 7.0 89/11/23 22:56:41 !rose 
* Release 6.0 
* */ 
/* * NOTICE 
* * Acquisition, use, and distribution of this lodule and related 
* materials are subject to the restrictions of a license agreelent. 
* Consult the Preface in the User's Manual for the full terllS of 



























static char *lIynalle = "ryinitiator"i 
extern char *isodeversioni 
extern char s3 [512]i 
extern int counti 























ryinitiator (argc, argv, Iyservice, Iycontext, Iypei, ops, dispatches, quit) 
int argc; 




struct RyOperation ops[]; 
struct dIspatch *dispatches; 
IFP quit; 
( 
int iloop, i, n, 
sd; 
char buffer[BUFSIZ], 
*vec[NVEC + 1]; 
register struct dispatch *ds; 
struct SSAPref sfs; 
register struct SSAPref *sf; 
register struct PSAPaddr *pa; 
struct AcSAPconnect accs; 
register struct AcSAPconnect *acc = &accs; 
struct AcSAPindication acis; 
register struct AcSAPindication *aci = &acis; 




struct PSAPctxlist pes; 
register struct PSAPctxlist *pe = &pcs; 
struct RoSAPindication rois; 
register struct RoSAPindication *roi = &rois; 
register struct RoSAPpreject *rop = &roi -) roi_preject; 
if (Iynale = rindex (argv[O], 'I')) 
Iynale++; 
if (llynale == NULL I I *Iynalle == NULL ) 
Iynalle = argv[O]; 
if (argc < 2) 
adIOS (NULLCP, "usage: ls host [operation [ arguments ... ll", Iynalle); 
if ((aei = str2aei (argv[I], Iyservice)) == NULLAEI) 
adios (NULLCP, "%s-%s: unknown applIcation-entity", 
argv[I], Iyservice); 
if ((pa = aei2addr (ael)) == NULLPA) 
adios (NULLCP, "address translation failed"); 
if ((ctx = ode2oid (Iycontext)) == NULLOID) 
adios (NULLCP, "is: unknown object descriptor", tycontext); 
if ((ctx = oid_cpy (ctx)) == NULLOID) 
adios (NULLCP, "out of lemory"); 
if ((pci = ode2oid (Iypei)) == NULLOID) 
adios (NULLCP, "is: unknown object descriptor", Iypei); 
if ((pci = oid_cpy (pci)) == HOLLOID) 
adios (NULLCP, "out of lelOry"); 
pc -) pc_nctx = 1; 
pc -) pc_ctx[o].pc_id = 1; 
pc -) pc_ctx[O].pc_asn = pci; 




















if ((sf = addr2ref (PLocalHostName ())) == NULL) { 
sf = 'sfs; 
(void) bzero ((char *) sf , sizeof *sf); 
if (argc < 3) { 
~rlntf ("\s", Iyname); 
If (sf -) sr_ulen ) 2) 
printf (" running on host ts", sf -) sr_udata + 2); 
if (sf -) sr_clen ) 2) 
printf (" at \s", sf -) sr3data + 2); 
printf (" [ts, ", oid2ode (ctx)); 
printf ("\s)\n", oid2ode (pci)); 
printf ("uslng ts\n", isodeversion); 
printf ("tS ... ", argv[ 1 J); 
(void) fflush (stdout); 
iloop = 1; 
} 
else { 
for (ds = dispatches; ds -) ds_name; ds++) 
If (strcmp (ds -) ds_name, argv[2]) == 0) 
break; 
if (ds -) ds_nale == NULL) 
adios (NULLCP, "unknown operation \"tS\"", argv [2J); 
iloop = 0; 
if (AcAssocRequest (ctx, NULLAEI, aei, NULLPA, pa, pc, NULLOID, 
0, ROS_KYREQUIRE, SERIAL_NONE, 0, sf, NULLPEP, 0, NULLQOS, 
acc, aci) 
== NOTOK) 
acs_adios (aca, "A-ASSOCIATE.REQUEST"); 




adios (NULLCP, "association rejected: [ts]", 
AcErrstring (acc -) acc_result)); 
if (iloop) ( 
printf ("connected\n"); 
(void) fflush (stdout); 
sd = acc -) acc sd; 
ACCFREE (acc); -
if (RoSetservice (sd, RoPService, roil == NOTOK) 
ros_adios (rop, "set RO/PS fails"); 
if (iloop) ( 
for (;;) { 


























Index1 = 0; 
for (i=o; i<n; itt) { 
getpdu (); 
if (str2vec (buffer, vec) < 1) 
continue; 
for (ds = dispatches; ds -) ds_nale; ds++) 
If (strcmp (ds -) ds_nale, vec[O]) == 0) 
break; 
if (ds -) ds_nale == HULL) { 
advise (HULLCP, "unknown operation \"\s\"", vec[O J) ; 
continue; 
invoke (sd, ops, ds, vec + 1); 
} 
invoke (sd, ops, ds, argv + 3); 




















static invoke (sd, ops, ds, args) 
int sd; 
struct RyOperation ops[]; 






struct RoSAPindication rois; 
register struct RoSAPindication *roi = &rois; 
register struct ROSAPpreject *rop = &roi -> roi_preject; 
in = NULL; 
if (ds -> ds_argument && (*ds -> ds_arguaent) (sd, ds, args, &in) == NOTOK) 
return; 
switch (result = Rystub (sd, ops, ds -> ds_operation, RyGenID (sd), NULLIP, 
in, ds -> ds_result, ds -> ds_error, ROS_SYNC, 
roi) ) { 
case NOTOK: /* failure */ 
if (ROS_FATAL (rop - > rop_reason)) 
ros_adios (rop, "STUB"); 




/* got a result/error response */ 
case DONE: /* got RO-END? */ 
adios (NULLCP, "got RO-END. INDICATION"); 
/* NOTREACHED */ 
default: 
adios (NULLCP, "unknown return froll RyStub=%d", result ); 
/* NOTREACHED * / 
if (ds -> ds_free && in) 





















static int getline (buffer) 
char *buffer; 
( 
char filename(10), str1(3),s2[128), done, endofpdu; 
int i, nuaber, flag1, flag2, index; 
FILE *fp; 
1* system("clear"); *1 
printf("\n\n\n"); 
printf(" ******* WELCOME TO DISPDU ENVIRONMENT *******\n\n"); 
printf(" For Help Enter 0 \n\n\n"); 
printf(" For the Input File Enter 1 \n\n\n"); 
printf(" To Quit Enter 9 \n\n\n"); 
printf(" *********************************************\n"); 
printf("\n\n\nDISPDU > "); 
scanf("%d", &number); 
if (number == 9) 
exit (1); 
if (number == 0) { 
strcpy (buffer, "help"); 
return OK; 
strcpy (buffer, "disPDU demo"); 
endofpdu = '*'; 
index = 0; 
index1 = 0; 
flag1 = 0; 
flag2 = 0; 
done = ' \n'; 
system ("clear"); 
printf("Enter the name of the file :"); 
scanf ("%s", filename); 
if (( ~p=fopen( filename, "r")) == NULL) 
pnntf("Cannot Open the Flle\n"); 
exit(O); 
while (!feof(fp)) { 
flag1=0; 
while (flag1 == 0) { 
flag2=0; 
fgets (s2, 127, fp); 
if (s2[O) == done) ( 
flag1 = 1; 
fla92 = 1; 
sl[lndex1) = endofpdu; 
index1++; 
1* read PDU file *1 
1* read PDU by PDU *1 
while (flag2 == 0) ( 1* read line by line *1 
strncpy(str1, &s2[index),2); 




















index = index + 3i 




strcpy (&sl[index1], str1)i 
index1 = index1 + 2i 
} 1* end of line read *1 
} 1* end of PDU seperate *1 
1* end of PDU file read *1 







*cnt = Oi 
for (cp = sli *cp 1= '@'i cp++) 
if (*cp == '*') continuei 






char endofpdu = '*'i 
int index = Oi 
1* 
while (sl [index1) == endofpdu) index1++i 
count = Oi 
while (sl [index1] 1= endofpdu) 


























void ros_adios (rop, event) 
register struct RoSAPpreject *ropi 
char *event; 
{ 
ros_advise (rop, event); 
_exit (1); 
void ros_advise (rop, event) 





if (rop -) rop_cc ) 0) 
(void) sprintf (buffer, "[%s] %* .*s", RoErrstring (rop -) rop_reason), 
rop -) rop_cc, rop -) rop_cc, rop -) rop_data); 
else 
(void) sprintf (buffer, " %s]", RoErrstring (rop -) rop_reason)); 





















void acs_adios (aca, event) 
register struct AcSAPabort *aca; 
char *event; 
{ 
acs_advise (aca, event); 
_exit (1); 
void acs_advise (aca, event) 





if (aca -> aca_cc > 0) 
else 
(void) sprintf (buffer, "[%s) %* .*s", 
AcErrstring (aca -> aca_reason), 
aca -> aca_cc, aca -> aca_cc, aca -> aca_data); 
(void) sprintf (buffer, "[%s)", AcErrString (aca -> aca_reason)); 
advise (NULLCP, "%s: %s (source %d)", event, buffer, 




I lifndef lint void _advise (): 












1* VARARGS *1 
I void adios (what, fit) ehar *what, 
*fmt: 
I adios (what, fmt): } 
lendif 
I lifndef lint 
void advise (va_alist) 
I va_del { va_list ap: 
I va_start (ap): 3dvise (ap): 
I va_end (ap): 
I statie void _advise (ap) va_list ap: 
{ 
ehar buffer[BUFSIZ]: 
I asprintf (buffer, ap): 
I 
(void) fflush (stdout): 
fprintf (stderr, "%s: ", Iynale): 
(void) fputs (buffer, stderr): 
I 
(void) fpute ('\n', stderr): 























1* VARARGS *1 
















1* VARARGS *1 
void ryr_advise (what, fit ) 
char *what, 
*fllt; 























ASN.t Specification (Source Code) of the following DIS PDUs. 
1. Entity State PDU. 
2. FirePDU. 
3. Detonation PDU. 
4. Collision PDU. 
5. Service Request PDU. 
6. Resupply offer PDU. 
7. Resupply received PDU. 
8. Resupply Cancel PDU. 
9. Repair Complete PDU. 



























-- given a pdu, return a pdu 
Pdu 
Pdu 






-- no matching user in tbe database 
· .- o 
congested EPJ<OP. 
-- congestion at responder 
· .- 1 
-- types 
Pau ::= 
[.l.PPLIO.TION 0 J 
IKPLICIT CHOICE 
pdul :Oj 





odu4 f3' • • J • 
IKPLICIT Sernce, 







• • J 
IMPLICIT P.eoairConolete, 
od~9 i 8 : . . 
· IMPLICIT P.eoairP.esDOnse, 
pdulO[9) . . 
IMPLICIT Collision 
Enti tvState :: = 
r ~.PPLIC.lJION 1: 


























IKPLICrr IX"TrT STRING, 
forceid i3; 
IKPLICIT INTEGER, 
















entit~'!larKing [ 12 j 0 
IKPL!CII EntltyKarklng, 
capabili ties)3 ! 
IKPLI CIT OCTET ST?ING, 
yad [14 } 
IKPLICIT OCTET STP.ING, 
nunarticulpart:15 ] 
IKPLICIT INTEGER, 
artpan ~ 16 ] 
IKPLICII ).rtPaI'll 
i ).PPLICH!ON 2 ~ 





targetentityid ~ 2 ! 
IKPLICII Inti tyld, 
munitionidT 
IKPL!ciT -Entityld, 
e-;entid ; 4 ~ 
IKPL~CIT E-;entId, 
t:nestac~ : 5° 
I!I2LICI! !liTEG£P., 
: o:ationin~orld : 6 ; 
IMPLICIT L~cationlnworld, 
bu--stdescriptor :i } 
IKPLICIT BurstDescriptor, 
-;eloci ty : 8: 
IKPLICIT -;ector, 
ra.,ge ~ 9: 





















;).PPLIO.TION 3 J 
IMPLICIT SEQGESCE ~ 
header [Oj 
IMPLICIT Eeader, 
fireentitvid il ~ 
IMPLICIT' L~ti tvId, 
targetenti':;'i(2j . 
IMPLICIT EntltyId, 
cunitionid '3 ' 
IMPLIC:T'Entityld, 
eventid :4' 
T>mL' TC·· ... -"., tId .lU'" ••• :.' _n , 









IMPLIC!T ' Lo,:ationInEnti tyCoord, 





IMPLIC!~ OCTET STP.ING, 




IMPLICIT SEQ[~C :: ! 
header[O: 
IMPLICIT Eeader, 






nUESuppl rty~-e: 4 : 
IMPLICIT INTEGER, 
padding :5: 
IMPLICIT OCTET STRING, 
supqty:6: 
IK?~! C: : 5'.;?'~t i' 
P.esupplyOffer .,-
[f.PPLICHION 5: 
IMPLICIT SEQCENC:: { 
header'O ' 
IMPLICIT Eeader, 
reauestino~::::t .. id ' l ' 
• IvnT TC' P' -t."~ i · ';'Id' ll.l"" __ ... J ~~ .. I.... , 
servicinoen:::~id ; 2' 




















nlmSupp1it ype i3 j 
IMPLICIT INTEGEP., 
padding:4j 




: ).PPLICHION 6: 
IMPLICIT SEQCENCE { 
header :O· 
IMPLICIT Header, 




nw:supplytype ~ 3 j 
IKPLI CIT IIITEGER, 
Daddino : 4 ~ 




. .'.PPLICJ..TION i· 







?epa rComplete .. -
.l.PPLICHION 8· 
IMPLICIT SEQC[NCE ( 
heade:'; 0 ~ 
IMPLICIT Header, 
recruestinoentitvid rl ~ 






I~~:CII ~!rT S~ING 
~ . ~ .. epau .. esponse .. -
i ).PPLIC.UION 9· 
. IMPLICIT S£QCEHCE { 
header 'O· 
IMPLICIT Header, 























repairresul t i 3] 
IMPLICIT HiTEG£P., 
padding[4j 
IMPLICIT OCTET STRING 
Collision :: = 
P.PPLICHION 10: 





IMPLICIT' End tVId, 





IMPLICIT OCTET STP.ING, 
ti§estamp ~ 5: 
IMPLICIT INTEGER, 
veloci tv : 6 ' 
IMPliciT \"ector, 




P.PPLIC.l.TION 11 J 









IMPLICIT OCTET STRING 
[APPLICHIOH 12 ] 







Enti tyType :: = 
[).PPLICJ."TION 13 : 
IMPLICIT SEQ([sCE ( 
kin(O ] 
IMPLICIT INTEG£P., 
































! I.PPLICJ..!ION 14' 
· IMPLICIT SEQCtNCE { 





zcoord ~ 2 ; 
IKPLICIT REL 
: ~.P?LIc)'IICN' 15' 
· IKPLICI! SEQCtNCE i 
xcoliloonent :Oi 
IKPLICI! PLl.L, 





, : .1.PPLIC.~TION 16' 
· IMPLICIT SEQCENCE ( 
psi [O: 
IKPLICIT IhlEGER, 





i .1.PPLICJ..IION 1": ' 
. !K?LICIT SEQCtNCE { 
deadreckoningalgor i thm ~ O ; 
IKPLICI! INTEGER, 





IKPLICIT OCTET STRING 
)~gularvelocity ::= 




























; APPLIC.l.TIOli 19 i 
. IMPLICIT SEQOENCE { 
characterset ~ O : 
IMPLICIT iNTEGEE, 
characterstring[l j 
IMPLICIT OCTET SrRlNG 
ArticulationPan ::= 
[.l.PPLIO.TION 20 : 
£VentId ::= 
IMPLICIT SEQCENCE { 
change :O: 
IMPL!CIT INTEGtP., 




para~etervalue [ 3 j 
IMPLICIT EntityType 
f.l.PPLICJ.TION 21 ' 









IMPLICIT SEQCENCE ( 
J:lunition ; O ~ 
IMPLICIT E1lti tyType I 
~arhead'l : ' 
IMPLICIT INTEGER, 
fuze i2; 






[APPLICJ.TION 23 ; 



































IMPLICIT SEQUENCE Of ArticulationPan 
SupQty ::= 
[APPLICATION 31] . 
IMPLICIT SEQOENC£ OF supplyQuantlty 
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